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Dear Commissioners,
On the 2nd June 2017, a consensus was achieved with working group representatives across all the
political groups in the council regarding warding pattern submissions. It was agreed the proposal would be
placed before an extraordinary council meeting on the 15th June.
The Monitoring Officer duly circulated details of the agreed submissions to members of the review group
on the 3rd June, and in addition advised political group leaders that if they wished to make any comments
or amendments to the content of the submission document,(not the warding pattern) they should do so by
5pm on Monday 5th June. Group leaders were given an opportunity to meet separately if there were any
areas of particular concern to them.
On the 15th June the working groups agreed proposals were placed before Full Council for approval. Prior
to the commencement of the meeting written notification of an intended UKIP minor amendment was
received by members present . However, without any notice whatsoever the Conservative group
spokesperson moved an amendment that significantly impacted upon the working groups agreed
proposals. The Conservative amendment would create with one exception single member wards
throughout the entire district.
If agreed the Conservative amendment would create new polling districts. It would also split existing parish
and town council boundaries, and does not have sufficient regard to the commissions guidance in
connection with community identities and interests.
The Conservative amendment appeared to be solely based on numbers alone, and given the
Conservative/Council leaders previous agreement with the working groups proposals, leads one to believe
that the unannounced last minute amendment presented at the start of the 15th June meeting, is more to
do with gerrymandering and less to do with what is right for the district and its constituents. Needless to
say the Conservative amendment was defeated.
There followed two further amendments, one being the cllr Alan Grant UKIP amendment (copy attached).
The other amendment being a friendly amendment to the original motion that became part of the
substantive motion. Both were defeated.
As a result of the failure by council to accept the working group proposals we are without an official
Forest of Dean District Council boundary review submission.
I have therefore been requested by the Forest First group of councillors to forward to you the attached
warding pattern and plans(Appendix 2) as our official submission to the boundary review.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Cllr Roger James.
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Forest First District Councillors
Submission to the Local Government
Boundary Commission for England
on warding pattern for the
Forest of Dean District Council.
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1.

Introduction

In recognition that the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
(LGBCE) is carrying out an electoral review of the district, and has finished its
consultation on the size of the Council and is minded to recommend that Forest of
Dean District Council (FoDDC) should have 39 members in the future.

The Forest First group of Councillors In preparing this submission proposing new
ward arrangements for the District, the Council have taken account of:


Equality of representation



Reflecting community identities and interests



Providing for convenient and effective local government

2.

Equality of representation

Based on a council size of 39 and growth projections, the projected electorate in
2023 is 73,509 which means the average number of electors for each Councillor is
1,885.

3.

Community identities and interests

Using maps and electoral data a boundary review group met on four occasions to
consider the proposed ward boundaries, bearing in mind the above criteria. It
identified key communities within the district, as well as any man-made or natural
barriers such as major roads, rivers and water courses that acted as boundaries
between communities. Using the group and officers’ knowledge of communities
within the district, warding arrangements are proposed that the group feels
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best reflect the community identities and interests of the area, whilst ensuring the
proposals would deliver electoral equality.
4.

Multi member wards

The group were mindful of the fact that the Council has a general preference for
single member wards, however the group accepted that in certain circumstances a
multi member ward may be the preferred choice in meeting the three statutory
criteria as it may improve for example co-terminosity and deal more effectively with
community identity.
The Council does have experience of multi member wards working effectively within
the district and the proposal does include some multi member wards. These are
recommended because they are in areas where the overall geographical size of the
ward remains of a workable size and in circumstances where the multi member ward
would enable the overall pattern of wards within an area to achieve a better fit in
meeting the statutory criteria than single wards.
It is with these considerations in mind that Forest First group recommended 31
wards,
comprising of 24 single member wards, 6 dual member wards and 1 three member
ward.
5.

Variances

In the main the proposal falls within the 10% variance for equality of representation.
However, 3 of the wards fall outside of this tolerance. In each of those cases the
council feels that the variance would be acceptable and has set out the reasons for
this within the summary of proposed warding arrangements at Appendix 1.
6.

Parish warding

The proposal would require 3 parishes to be warded as follows:
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Newent (OS) – to split the current dual member Newent Central ward into
East and West wards, thereby creating two single member wards



Littledean (OG) – to move Popes Hill in with Westbury on Severn



Tidenham – the proposal is that the current three member ward is warded to
make 1 single member ward and 1 dual member ward

The proposal also suggests that the current NIZ ward is removed and the electorate
are split between Cinderford South (NIXA) and Cinderford East (NIXB). This will
therefore require the parish to no longer be warded.
7.

Submission

The geographical and demographic layout of the district lends itself to this proposal
due to its rural nature and the combination of less densely populated areas and more
highly populated areas.

The table provided as Appendix 1 provides a summary of proposed warding
arrangements and the figures to support the proposals.
A copy of maps showing the proposed new Ward boundaries is enclosed as
Appendix 2.
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Appendix A – Proposed Warding Patterns
Proposed Name
Dymock

No of
Cllrs
1

Electorate
(2023)
2074

Variance
(%)
+10

Reasons
This ward incorporates the parishes of Dymock, Oxenhall, Kempley
and Gorsely and Kilcot with a portion of Newent South West to
create a new single member ward. The parishes are geographically
co-terminous. They are largely rural in nature with small hamlets
and villages which share services and identities

Redmarley

1

1970

+5

This ward combines the parishes of Bromsberrow, Redmarley,
Pauntley and Staunton (Gloucester) to create a new single member
ward. Like the proposed Dymock ward the parishes are
geographically co-terminous and are largely rural in nature with small
hamlets and villages which share services and identities

Hartpury

1

1675

-11

A combination of Hartpury with Corse, Upleadon and Rudford &
Highleadon which are geographically co-terminous and share similar
identities and services.
This ward would fall outside of the 10% electoral representation
tolerance by 1%. However it is considered that the benefits in
combining these areas outweigh the marginal underrepresentation
that would occur in the future. It is notable that based on the present
electorate figure this ward would be within tolerance.
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Taynton and

1

1904

+1

Tibberton

A new single member ward which builds on the strong relationship
between Tibberton and Taynton by taking in some of the more rural
parts of Newent.

Newent West

1

1848

-2

The proposal for two new single member wards, created by splitting

Newent East

1

1951

+4

the existing dual member ward of Newent Central into 2. This would
provide greater accountability for the local members whilst giving the
electorate a clear single point of contact

Churcham &

1

1780

-6

Huntley

A new single member ward which builds on the existing shared
identities of Churcham and Huntley by the addition of the similar
area of Blaisdon

Littledean &

1

1817

-4

Newnham

A new single member ward which combines the areas of Littledean
(less the area of Popes Hill which has been moved into Westbury on
Severn) and Newnham on Severn.

Westbury on
Severn

1

1859

-1

This ward proposes to extend the existing Westbury on Severn area
by including a small area known as Popes Hill, currently sitting with
Littledean.
Geographically the areas are well connected and the rural nature of
Popes Hill fits with the rurality of Westbury.
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Longhope &

2

3750

-1

Mitcheldean
Ruardean

This proposal combines Mitcheldean North and Mitcehdean South
with Longhope to make a new dual member ward.

1

1708

-9

A new single member ward created by combining Ruardean and
Ruardean Woodside. Two villages which even though they are in
separate parishes have very similar identities.

Drybrook

1

2066

+10

A new single member ward created by combining Drybrook and
Ruardean Hill. Two villages within the same parish and with very
similar identities.

Lydbrook

1

1898

+1

A new single member ward created by combining Lydbrook and Joys
Green. Two villages within the same parish and with very similar
identities.

Cinderford North

1

1967

+4

A combination of the more rural parts of Cinderford, creating a new
single member ward

Cinderford South

1

1920

+2

These three wards are created by separating the town of Cinderford

Cinderford East

1

1641

-13

to make three single member wards rather than one multi member

Cinderford West

1

1687

-10

ward. Due to the concentration of properties the separation would
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be achieved using key roads.
It is noted that the Cinderford East ward would be outside the 10%
tolerance for representation but it is considered that this is
acceptable to achieve single member wards.
The proposal would also see the removal of the existing polling
district of NIZ, thereby reducing the number of parish wards and
removing the need for one polling station.
Ruspidge

1

2059

+9

Ruspidge stands alone as a single member ward

Blakeney & Soudley 1

1893

0

Blakeney is combined with Soudley and Awre to create a new single
member ward.
The parishes are geographically co-terminous. They are largely
rural in nature with small hamlets and villages which share services
and identities

Newland & Sling

1

1870

-1

This existing ward would remain unchanged

Coleford Central

2

3774

0

The polling districts of NJ and NJC would be combined to create a
new Coleford Central ward. This would be a dual member ward
which would serve the electorate in the main town centre.
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Coleford East

2

3819

+1

A proposal to combine the area of Milkwall with Coalway, Broadwell
and Mile End.
These areas are geographically co-terminous and share services
and identities

Staunton, Berry Hill
& English Bicknor

2

2768

-27

This proposal combines Berry Hill with Staunton and English
Bicknor.
It is noted that the tolerance is significant in the future at
-27%. However, there are a number of reasons as to why the
Council feels that this should be acceptable. These include:


Any movement from this proposal would require changes to
the Coleford East and Central proposals which work well and
provide representation over clearly identifiable areas and
communities;



A neighbourhood development plan is currently in progress
and awaiting examination which covers large parts of these
communities;



There is an outstanding legal case which dependent upon the
outcome could result in approximately 180 houses being built
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within the area;


There is further potential for development within the area as
the existing college has now commenced development on a
new campus and as a result up to 80 houses could be built on
that site

Bream

2

3935

+4

Bream combines with Parkend and Whitecroft for a dual member
ward.
This is considered acceptable as a dual member ward due to the
concentration of properties within Bream which would otherwise
require the village to be split into two to make single member wards.

Yorkley

1

1856

-2

Yorkley combines with Pillowell and Viney Hill to create a new single
member ward.
They are geographically co-terminous. They are largely rural in
nature with small hamlets and villages which share services and
identities
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Lydney North

1

2069

+10

This proposal suggests that the boundaries of Lydney North and
Lydney East are redrawn in such a way so that some of the

Lydney East

3

5956

+5

proposed new development would fall into Lydney North.
Due to the large amount of development expected to take place in
the Lydney East ward over the next 5 years leaving the existing
wards as present would result in large variances which are outside of
the 10% tolerance.

Aylburton & Lydney

1

1923

+2

Lydney West is combined with Aylburton for a single member ward

1

2074

+10

St Briavels is combined with Alvington, Brockweir & Hewlesfield to

West
St Briavels

create a new single member ward.
They are geographically co-terminous. They are largely rural in
nature with small hamlets and villages which share services and
identities
Woolaston

1

1979

+5

Woolaston would be combined with the northern area of Tidenham
to create a new single member ward.
The areas are geographically co-terminous and largely rural in
nature with shared services and identities
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Tidenham

2

3781

0

Separating the southern part of Tidenham and placing it with
Sedbury and Beachley to make a new dual member ward.
The areas have specific concentrated areas of properties and the
combination provides that similar areas become joined together.
It is also notable that this area currently includes the Beachley
Barracks which is set to close in 2027 and is likely to be redeveloped
for significant amounts of housing. Due to the timescales involved
this has not been considered in this proposal but is noted for general
information.
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Appendix 2 – Maps
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Amendment from Councillor Alan Grant
In order to improve community identities and interests and also keep the variance for equality of representation within the proposed
10% tolerances I propose the following slight changes to the proposed warding patterns are made;


Lydney North add Viney Hill (OM & PX) was -12% and -17% amended would be +12% and 5.6%



Yorkley and Pillowell add Parkend , remove Viney Hill (PW,PU & PV) was 4% and -2% amended would be 8% and +2%



Bream and Whitecroft, remove Parkend (PP & PUA) was 10% and 4% amended would be -5% and -8%

Amendment (OM PX)
Amendment (PW PU PV)
Amendment (PP PUA)

1
1
2

1,512
1,855
3,235

-12%
8%
-6%

1,569
1,923
3,445

-17%
2%
-9%

